
SECRET RECIPE FRANCHISE ANALYSIS

Executive Summary Secret Recipe, Dubai, UAE will be a franchise of catering company called Secret Recipe owned by
ALAMERI Group. The busines.

At the grand opening of branch, they will hold an opening party. In year , Secret Recipe was founded in
Malaysia. This is one of the reason students like to do their homework and assignments there, besides eating
and relaxing. Financial Manager Tee Yang Wei will be appointed as financial manager as he has the
qualification as an accountant. The premiums are paid for the amount of recipes used in the cake making
process. The objective of setting product bundling pricing is to maximize table turnovers during the peak
period and boosting sales. With this project, we hope to ease their burden. Although the premise layout may
be a little difference according to the premise location but the theme and concept are still the same. It is
suitable for both young and old and in comes in a find texture of taste and quality. Besides that, our staff will
be required to come in 1 hour in advance in order to any necessary preparation. In year the founder started to
franchise it among his friend. Secret Recipe is a lifestyle caf chain in Malaysia, started in  Futhermore,the cost
of productions such as rental fee,licence fee,advertising fee and price of raw materials will gradually increase.
Furthermore,it is convenient for the customers because it is easy for them to find parking as there are many
parking spaces provided by the mall compare to the other outlets that locate outside the mall. Customer can
choose the cartoon character pose from our album and choose up to three different flavours depending on how
big the cake they want. Franchisor will do the research on the possible opportunity to introduce new product
which will satisfied current and future demand of their current and potential target market. Secret Recipe has
utilized their franchising advantages by providing training fo r their employees, providing high standard of
service, creating a friendly and pleasant ambience, employees that is attentive and helpful towards their
customer needs which are believed will led them to total customer satisfaction. This is to simplify the choices
of the customers by introducing same pricing for food of the same types. Free foods such as signature
cheesecakes and drinks from menu will be served. The rate of production decreases when the amount of expert
employees is low. It comes in a smaller portion and smaller bite to case the kids in dining. The main road is
the road accessible to university, college and also the hotel. It is located quite a distance from our shop, almost
2 km. Secret Recipe has many kind of food such as desserts and main cuisines. Then the franchisor will have a
discussion with franchisee on term and condition, and move to the signing the contact and finally on-site visit.
Pies: It offers best pies recipe and created to engage the taste buds of customer. The threats that surround the
business are the competition within the mall is high as there are many restaurants that serve variety of foods
with affordable prices as well. Labor costs are based on monthly basis where staffs will be paid at the end of
the month. Market research will be conducted to evaluate the demand. The location was selected because the
population in the town alone is 18, residents and the students from both the university and college make up to
9, This is because as it expands the brand to many countries, there are customers from different countries with
different backgrounds,lifestyles,tastes and preferences. Opened from  This new town in Kampar will have a
steady growth of population as the hub of education was build here and the business center of Kampar are
shifting into here as well. The outlet itself located near to the ice rink,the main attaraction of the mall. In year ,
after finding the franchise model is workable, the franchisor opened the business option to potential
franchisees. Free food such as our signature cheesecake and drinks from menu will be served. Pies: It offer
best pies recipe and created to engage the taste buds of customer. At the same time, they conduct market
research to survey the demand before deciding to open franchise outlet there. At initial stage, what franchisee
has to do is just find human resource to operate the business.


